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Red Wyldsyder:
This is a great example of just kinda falling 
for a character.  She’s a lot of fun to draw and 
seemed the perfect subject for poster art. 
I also think I maybe doing a short story with 
her at some point.

Red Wyldsyder © 2007 Mark aka: Gysking1 

Futanari League Unlim
ited

Star-Futa
Super-Futa



Red Wyldsyder © 2007 Mark aka: Gysking1 
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This was for my friend Dave 
Over on dA. Just marker and 
Pen on copy paper but it still 
Turned out pretty cool.



Witchblade © 2003-2007 Top Cow EntertainmentDiveBomb: One of the main characters created by a friend of mine, 
Jezebel. Divebomb is the rich daddy’s girl... I guess like 
if Bruce Wayne was a  carpet muncher...  it’s not fair to 
just sum her up like that. You’ll have to just check out 
some of the stories and art created by other artist to 
get a better idea.

So my 2 big kicks are Poster Art 
and Futa or Futanari related art. 
Futanari is the Japanese word 
for “chic’s with big cock, no balls 
and a vagina“ that’s just a loose  
translation but you get the idea.

DiveBomb:
F-Mode!

Divebomb © 2006-2007 Jessie Jones aka: Jezebel1669 Art by Kuzuskot aka: $ko7
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Slice & Divebomb © 2006-2007 Jessie Jones            Kei © 2005-2007 Skot Whitman



Yumi loves trickn’ Kei out and video 
taping it to post on the net... nothing 
says love like Pimpn’ your girlfriend

Slice, Divebomb and Hammerhand © 2006-2007 Jessie Jones aka: Jezebel1669



Yumi: Top
And Kei: Bottom

Yakkai XXX These two are 
just trouble 

with a capital T!




